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Street Date: 2/5/2019
SRP:
$34.99
Cost:

GUNDAM THUNDERBOLT:
BANDIT FLOWER BLU-RAY
Synopsis:
Earth, eight months after the end of the One Year War. Captain Monica
launches a secret mission, "Operation Thunderbolt," and selects Io to pilot
the Atlas Gundam. She leads the assault landing ship Spartan into a part of
the ocean effectively controlled by the South Seas Alliance. Their objective
is to secure or destroy the data of the Psycho Zaku, which the Alliance now
possesses. Daryl, who took the upper hand in his battle with Io, has
descended to Earth as part of the remnant forces of the Principality of
Zeon. He has also been given the mission of obtaining information on the
Psycho Zaku. Fighting alongside his new comrades, Io encounters
Commander Peer, the South Seas Alliance's border garrison commander.
In the sea, on the ice field, and among the thick jungle, the mobile suits of
Zeon, the Federation, and the South Seas Alliance battle each other. "The
war is not over yet.“
Bonus Features: Trailers, Promos, and a TV Commercial
Audio: Japanese and English LPCM Stereo, English Subtitles
Video: 1080p 16x9 Native HD.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1966
742617196621
1/8/2019
2/5/2019
$34.99
TV-14
WS
Japanese & English
English
1 disc / 80 mins.
Anime / Science Fiction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 2/5/2019
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

CONSPIRACY CHRONICLES:
9/11, ALIENS, AND THE ILLUMNATI
Synopsis:
Insiders reveal a terrifying, unholy alliance that was formed in the 1940's
between the elite force that truly governs our planet, the Illuminati, and an
Extraterrestrial race that has inhabited the Earth since the dawn of man. It
is widely believed that the 9/11 attack was an inside job - but by whom?
Many believe it was a political ruse to instigate war with the Middle East
and to justify removing many of our civil liberties. Also, since 9/11 we have
been placed under a microscope, our privacies removed as we are being
watched and profiled by a sinister force with a malevolent agenda. The
theories and conclusions that the Government was responsible, though
partially true, have taken a surprising new twist - as there may be another
explanation, one much larger in scope and much more terrifying. Testimony
from an insider reveals an unholy alliance that formed in the 1940's
between the elite force that truly governs our planet, the Illuminati, and an
Extraterrestrial race that has inhabited the earth since man's beginning.
Together they have orchestrated a plot to eventually enslave the human
race through a single planetary governing system - known as the New
World Order. The 9/11 attack was one of many stages, but the insider
warns that the stage we face next may be the final phase - and the end of
humanity as we know it. With Jim Marrs, OH Krill; Produced by Warren
Croyle, Directed by J. Michael Long.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2607
812073026074
1/8/2019
2/5/2019
$19.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 75 mins.
Documentary

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

SELF DEFENSE AGAINST STRIKES

Street Date: 2/12/2019
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Rolf Schneider has been practicing martial arts for more than 30 years. He
started early in his youth with karate. Over the years he studied other
martial arts, such as aikido or ju-jitsu. Inspired by different martial arts, he
developed his own defense system. In this film you get to see the most
effective techniques which are specifically meant to fend off thug attacks.
Attacks against thugs may be fist punches or sudden knockout attempts.
Rolf Schneider always has a powerful response that no attacker would
guess. Within seconds the attacker is forced down by the defender. All
shown techniques are presented from different angles. For a better
learning effect, the techniques are performed several times in slow-motion
and in normal speed. The best defense techniques are realistically and
spectacularly performed right on the street.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
4

BayView Entertainment
BAY2576
812073025763
1/15/2019
2/12/2019
$29.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 60 mins.
Martial Arts instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

BACHI-KI-DO:
THE NEW WAY OF MARTIAL ART

Street Date: 2/12/2019
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
BACHI-KI-DO is a modified, extensive martial arts system, which was
developed by grand master Ralf Bartzsch 9th Dan. One characteristic of
BACHI-KI-DO is to fend the attacker off unarmed, just by using your hands
and feet. All BACHI-KI-DO moves are based on the principle of defense.
The techniques, which are matched with the rate of progress, are set up so
that everyone, women & men, young & old, is able to learn it and, if
necessary, knows how to apply it in real life. They are effective, quick,
elegant, modern times-ready, without losing track of Bachi-Ki-Do's tradition
and its origin. Based on the traditional Ching-Mo Moon style and its animal
styles, Bachi-Ki-Do was developed into an extensive martial arts system,
using elements of different hard and soft martial arts. Next to partner
exercises one learns basic forms, breathing techniques and later on as an
advanced learner, one also learns animal and weapon forms. Forms, which
mean a fight against several imaginary opponents, contain different kicks,
punches, throws, blocks and releasing techniques. Bachi-Ki-Do is not
meant to be understood as a package of various techniques and forms. It's
a fully working system, considering the setup of the different techniques
starting from the beginner to the master degree. The practice doesn't only
build up physical strength and technique, but it also helps forming
personality and building up mental strength. On this DVD the BACHI-KI-DO
system is presented by grandmaster Ralf Bartzsch and his students.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2577
812073025770
1/15/2019
2/12/2019
$29.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 70 mins.
Martial Arts instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

SHOTOKAN KARATE KIHON
(BASIC TECHNIQUES)

Street Date: 2/12/2019
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
In this film, Kancho Kanazawa presents the basic techniques of Shotokan
Karate. The Grandmaster begins with a foreword and the etiquette of
Karate-Do. Positions, defense techniques, fist punching techniques, leg
techniques and combinations are also part of this program. The Partner
techniques are performed by Hirokazu Kanazawa and Kawasoe Shihan 7th
Dan, and different members of Kanazawa Shotokan Kokusai Karate-Do
Austria. Grandmaster Hirokazu Kanazawa was born in Iwate, Japan 1931.
In his early years he was already interested in different martial arts. As a
student at Takushoku University, he became the disciple of Masatoshi
Nakayama and the founder of Shotokan Karate, Gichin Funakoshi. Since
then he has been performing Shotokan Karate and holds Karate-Do
seminars all over the world. In 1978 Kancho Kanazawa founded the world
association SKIF (Shotokan Karate International Federation). In 2002, he
received the 10th Dan of Shotokan Karate.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
6

BayView Entertainment
BAY2578
812073025787
1/15/2019
2/12/2019
$29.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 54 mins.
Martial Arts instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

SHOTOKAN KARATE KIHON
(17 KATAS WITH BUNKAI)

Street Date: 2/12/2019
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
In this DVD you are taught 17 Katas of Shotokan Karate. Kancho
Kanazawa not only shows the learner-Katas, which you need for the
beginner tryouts of Karate, but also many advanced Katas starting at first
Dan black belt. The Katas are presented by Hirokazu Kanazawa in slow
and normal speed. The application (Bunkai) of each Kata is demonstrated
with a partner. The techniques are shown in slow-motion and from different
angles. The following Katas are presented in this film: Heian Shodan Heian
Nidan Heian Sandan Heian Yondan Heian Godan Tekki Shodan Tekki
Nidan Bassai Dai Jion Enpi Kanku Dai Bassai Sho Kanku Sho Jitte Sochin
Gankaku Nijushiho. The partner techniques are performed by Hirokazu
Kanazawa and Kawasoe Shihan 7th Dan, and different members of
Kanazawa Shotokan Kokusai Karate-Do Austria. Grandmaster Hirokazu
Kanazawa was born in Iwate, Japan 1931. In his early years he was
already interested in different martial arts. As a student at Takushoku
University, he became the disciple of Masatoshi Nakayama and the founder
of Shotokan Karate, Gichin Funakoshi. Since then he has been performing
Shotokan Karate and holds Karate-Do seminars all over the world. In 1978
Kancho Kanazawa founded the world association SKIF (Shotokan Karate
International Federation). In 2002, he received the 10th Dan of Shotokan
Karate.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2579
812073025794
1/15/2019
2/12/2019
$29.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 64 mins.
Martial Arts instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

SHOTOKAN KARATE KIHON
(FIGHTING TECHNIQUES)

Street Date: 2/12/2019
SRP:
$29.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Learn the martial arts techniques (Kumite) of Shotokan Karate on this DVD!
In the beginning you see performances from Hirokazu Kanazawa and his
learners. Afterwards the Grandmaster shows gohon Kumite, Sanbon
Kumite, Kihon Ippon Kumite, Jiyu Ippon Kumite, practice methods and selfdefense techniques. The techniques are presented in a very
comprehensive way from different angles. The Partner techniques are
performed by Hirokazu Kanazawa, Nagai Shihan 8th Dan, and Kawasoe
Shihan 7th Dan, and different members of Kanazawa Shotokan Kokusai
Karate-Do Austria. Grandmaster Hirokazu Kanazawa was born in Iwate,
Japan 1931. In his early years he was already interested in different martial
arts. As a student at Takushoku University, he became the disciple of
Masatoshi Nakayama and the founder of Shotokan Karate, Gichin
Funakoshi. Since then he has been performing Shotokan Karate and holds
Karate-Do seminars all over the world. In 1978 Kancho Kanazawa founded
the world association SKIF (Shotokan Karate International Federation). In
2002, he received the 10th Dan of Shotokan Karate.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
8

BayView Entertainment
BAY2580
812073025800
1/15/2019
2/12/2019
$29.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 56 mins.
Martial Arts instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

30 MINUTES TO FITNESS: SCULPTING RX
WITH KELLY COFFEY-MEYER

Street Date: 2/26/2019
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Kelly Coffey-Meyer’s “30 Minutes to Fitness: Sculpting RX” contains two
very different body shaping workouts: Workout One focuses on a moderate
to heavier weight load, and involves supersets to effectively target all major
muscle groups in less time. Workout Two is a no-impact, cardio sculpting
workout that takes you through a continuous flow of compound moves
utilizing lighter weights. Each muscle group is effectively worked with a
mid-tempo flow to ensure a safe and effective workout session. Also
included on “Sculpting RX” are premixes that combine these workouts in
different ways to add yet even more variety to your “Sculpting RX” regimen.
Equipment used: Light dumbbells (5 or 7 pounds recommended) and a
mat.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
9

BayView Entertainment
BAY2532
812073025329
1/29/2019
2/26/2019
$19.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 60 mins.
Fitness instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

30 MINUTES TO FITNESS: STEP BOXING 2
WITH KELLY COFFEY-MEYER

Street Date: 2/26/2019
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Kelly Coffey-Meyer’s “30 Minutes to Fitness: Step Boxing 2” has two 30minute workouts, a bonus dumbbell segment and added premixes to give
you numerous workouts on one fresh DVD. Both Step Boxing workouts
offer a perfectly paced, move-by-move instruction that keeps you working
hard and engaged throughout. These workouts are fantastically fun,
consistently upbeat and uniquely effective! “Step Boxing 2” has a bonus
strength segment that will challenge you from head to toe with the use of
only one moderate-weight dumbbell. This bonus is used in a few premixes
but can also be used as a quick stand-alone session, or an add-on to
another workout. The premixes on this DVD include a double session of
Step Boxing, intervals of Stepping and dumbbell exercises, cardio drills &
dumbbell exercises and more. Equipment used: a step (a modifier will
perform the workouts on the floor if you choose not to use the step).

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
10

BayView Entertainment
BAY2533
812073025336
1/29/2019
2/26/2019
$19.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 60 mins.
Fitness instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

POWERSTRIKE: KICKBOXING 6 WORKOUT

Street Date: 2/26/2019
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Highly motivating and easy to follow with Ilaria’s personal guided instructions,
Powerstrike Kickboxing Volume 6 is safe and effective. You will learn how to
execute the typical non-stop flow of strikes with correct technique and to enjoy the
energizing music and fast pace of the workout. Ilaria’s focus on safety and proper
form reflects her vast experience and commitment to the martial arts. She and her
team deliver a workout specifically designed to develop coordination and speed.
Mastering the art of kicking and punching properly will develop a strong core and
improve balance. The intensity of this exercise allows you to maintain a target
heart rate zone for 90% of the time and engages every muscle of the body.
Prepare to sweat and have lots of fun while you kick, punch, squat and burn the
calories away. Powerstrike students also experience the spirit of martial arts.
Through repetition and being taught proper technique, you develop focus and
discipline. This workout provides the mental and physical challenge for anyone
who wants to advance to new levels of fitness.
Ilaria Montagnani, is a weapons expert and has a black belt in Shorinjiryu
Kenkokai Karatedo. Ilaria is President and Founder of Powerstrike Inc., a fitness
company based in New York. Ilaria has transformed the practice of Martial Art and
become a globally recognized and well respected professional in the fitness
industry. A gifted teacher with a competitive spirit, and an originator with
innovative ideas about the industry, Ilaria Montagnani is an unstoppable force in
fitness.
Powerstrike Inc. was created by Ilaria Montagnani based on the belief that
everyone can have a better, healthier and ultimately happier life if they pay
respect and exercise and train their bodies. Our philosophy, Exercise makes you
stronger for life, is at the core of everything we do and the heart of every program.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2448
812073024483
1/29/2019
2/26/2019
$14.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 50 mins.
Fitness instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

POWERSTRIKE: KICKBOXING 7 WORKOUT

Street Date: 2/26/2019
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Powerstrike Kickboxing Volume 7 is an aerobic and energy-packed workout
presented by Ilaria and her team of instructors. Highly motivating and easy to
follow with Ilaria’s personal guided instructions, you will learn how to execute the
typical non-stop flow of strikes with correct technique and to enjoy the energizing
music and fast pace of the workout. Ilaria’s focus on safety and proper form
reflects her vast experience and commitment to the martial arts. This workout is
specifically designed to develop coordination and speed. Mastering the art of
kicking and punching properly will develop a strong core and improve balance.
The intensity of this exercise allows you to maintain a target heart rate zone for
90% of the time and engages every muscle of the body. Prepare to sweat, have
lots of fun and be challenged! Powerstrike students also experience the spirit of
martial arts. Through repetition and being taught proper technique, they develop
focus and discipline. This workout provides the mental and physical challenge for
anyone who wants to advance to new levels of fitness.
Ilaria Montagnani, is a weapons expert and has a black belt in Shorinjiryu
Kenkokai Karatedo. Ilaria is President and Founder of Powerstrike Inc., a fitness
company based in New York. Ilaria has transformed the practice of Martial Art and
become a globally recognized and well respected professional in the fitness
industry. A gifted teacher with a competitive spirit, and an originator with
innovative ideas about the industry, Ilaria Montagnani is an unstoppable force in
fitness.
Powerstrike Inc. was created by Ilaria Montagnani based on the belief that
everyone can have a better, healthier and ultimately happier life if they pay
respect and exercise and train their bodies. Our philosophy, Exercise makes you
stronger for life, is at the core of everything we do and the heart of every program.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2449
812073024490
1/29/2019
2/26/2019
$14.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 59 mins.
Fitness instruction

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

